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+./I0 analysis gives a deep insight on the impact of
the terminal mobility on the cellular system
performance. In thirdFgeneration mobile communication
Gystems, the influence of mobility on the network performance
will be strengthened, mainly due to the huge number of mobile
users in conKunction with the small cell siLe. In particular, the
accuracy of mobility modeling becomes essential for the
evaluation of system design alternatives and network
implementation cost issues.
The determination of the time spent by a terminal in the
coverage area of a cell, Mcell soKourn timeM, is an important
parameter for service Nuality evaluation, and improvement O&P,
O2P. This is particularly true for overlayFunderlay network
configurations OQP, ORP. Therefore, a suitable model to analyLe
and estimate movements of subscriber units is of maKor interest
O5P, O$P, OTP. Unown mobility models either tend to be
dependent on a great number of parameters and large
databases OVP and thus are not well suited for a general
representation, or are based on parameters that are not directly
related to the usersW motion behavior and street course O!P. X
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link between real street maps and rate of location updates was
given in O&2P.
lor mobility modeling under realistic traffic and
environmental conditions, our work introduces a novel
representation techniNue, which uses the distribution functions
of street length, direction changes at crossroads, and terminal
velocity. The parameters reNuired, e.g. mean and variance of
street length, user velocity, and direction changes distributions,
can be easily derived by observation and measurement. +ther
important factors influenced by user mobility concern the
mobile user calling behavior empressed by the
incoming/outgoing call arrival rate and average call duration.
This work thus brings together teletraffic theory and vehicular
traffic theory.
II. M+.I/IT0 M+,E/
Concerning the arrival of a call, mobile radio network cells
can be classified as McallFinitiated cellsM, when the call is newly
placed within the celln or as MhandoverFcall cellsM, when the
call has been handed over from neighboring cells. X mobile
call can be initiated or received at any point within the callF
initiated cell along the path of the vehicle, lig. la. The
traveling terminal will emit the callFinitiated cell after having
used up the remaining soKourn time trs. ligure la shows an
arbitrary traffic path, which includes all crossroads a
!
subscriber unit would pass in this cell. The vectors d i ,
represent both the streetFlength value between crossroads, and
!
the direction of movement. If r0 (-0 , y0 ) denotes the initial
position, the following relations provide the successive
locations of the mobile user moving in random directionsh
! !
!
r1 (-1 , y1 ) = r0 + d 0 (d 0 ,ϕ 0 ) ,
! !
!
r2 (-2 , y2 ) = r1 + d1 (d1 ,ϕ1 ) ,
g&k
. . . ,
where ϕi is the change in direction with respect to the
previously direction at last crossroad. In order to simplify the
formulation and to enable the derivation of parameter
statistics, we define a Cartesian coFordinate system g-, yk in
addition to the polar coFordinates.
Xssuming the initial direction of a mobile to be uniformly
distributed between OFπ, πk, the probability density of the start
angle ϕ0 is also uniformly distributed O!P.
+n the other hand, the handoverFcall cells glig. lbk have
their starting point somewhere on their boundaries. In this
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case, the probability density function of direction for a
boundary crossing mobile has a bias toward the normal O&0Ph
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σϕ F standard deviation of direction distributions, assumed
to be eNual for all four distributions.
The value of σϕ depends on the road network pattern. X
discrete and irregular road network pattern shows a higher
value than a Manhattan grid where the streets are
perpendicular to each other.
The street lengths between crossroads, di, in European cities
may also be described by a random variable. The proKections
of two arbitrary streets for the CF and DFamis have been plotted
in lig. 2.
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lig. &. Tracing a mobile within the cell. 'k %emaining soKourn time in the
callFinitiated celln 2k GoKourn time in the handoverFcall cell.
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The relative direction changes at each crossroad, ϕi, depend
on the street network pattern and the traffic situation. The
angle ϕi can be empressed by the realiLation of one of four
random variables. Each random variable is assumed to be
normally distributed, with estimated means !0o apart. The
probabilities when assigning variables to ϕi depend on traffic
regulations and driver behavior ge.g., traffic users are more
likely to turn right than leftk. Therefore, the probability density
function of ϕi follows ash
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whereh
p0@, p?0@, p-?0@, p1>0@ F direction change probabilities,
p0@ B p?0@ B p-?0@ B p1>0 p &,
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Gince the streets take a random course with respect of the
ames of a Cartesian coFordinate system, their proKections di,C
and di,D can be regarded as normally distributed random
variables. In areas with an irregular street pattern the random
variables di,C and di,D can be characteriLed as statistically
independent and normally distributed, with Lero mean and the
same variance. Therefore, the streetFlength between
crossroadsh

di = di2, C + di2,D

(4)

turns out to be %ayleigh distributedh
p.d.f.(d i 9 =

di

σd

2

e

−

di 2
2σ d

2

for d i > 0

(5)

2
where σ d = d
π

+

2

lig. 2. ,erivation of the p.d.f. of street length.

The mean street length d may differ somewhat within the
different parts of the city. Calculations for Vienna, Xustria,
show that d ET0F&00 m in the city center, whereas it amounts
to d E&00F&T0 m in the outskirts.
Though the heterogeneous street pattern of an urban setting
provides subscribers with a lot of choices where to drive, they
mostly use maKor roads. -rban traffic planners encourage this
by a number of traffic regulations. chen the maKority of
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terminals travel on maKor roads only, the probability density of
di can be appromimated by a %iceFdistributionh
di 2 +d

2

&d d#
d
p.d.f.(d 9 = i 2 e 2σ I 0 $ i 2 !
for d i > 0
$σ !
i
σd
% d "
1π
where I 0 (- ) = ! e - cosθ dθ
π 0
−

following values of the parametersh pmr p 0.5$, ν p &0 km/h,

ν mr p R0 km/h, σν p &0 km/h.

2

d

2
2
< σ d < 1.F d
!
!

Here d is the average length of maKor roads between two
2
consecutive crossroads, and σ d is the variance of the length
of minor city roads between two consecutive crossroads gi.e., it
is the same as in g5kk. The function I is the modified .essel
function of first kind and order Lero.
The model avoids becoming emcessively involved by
assuming that the velocity of the subscriber unit does not
change while covering the distance di, which allows an
eNuation with average velocities νi. In analogy with the
calculation of streetFlength statistics it is reasonable to assume
that the average velocity is %ayleigh/%ice distributed. Xs
mentioned, traffic is bundled on maKor roads where the
average speed might be higher than in the urban streets.
Measurements in Helsinki O&&P and Vienna suggest to add a
second term to the speed distribution to account for this effect.
ce add such a term and assume that the velocity of
subscribers on maKor roads is normally distributed, and get a
more accurate description of the actual velocity distributionh

Beasurement in the
city center of Vienna
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for vi > 0

whereh
pmr F probability gpercentagek of fraction of cars on maKor
roads,
ν , ν mr F mean velocities of city and maKorFroad traffic,

σν F velocity deviation.
To verify this distribution and to estimate its parameters, we
have taken test measurements. X car especially eNuipped for
measurements was used. X speech Nuality measurement system
(J-Koice from Xscom Infrasys X\, GwitLerlandk was used to
initialiLe and perform a lot of calls. ,uring each call, all the
network related data were gathered, recorded gspeech Nuality,
received Nuality, handover processing, signaling issues etc.k,
and stored over a very fine time reference. Xlso, a GPS
location receiver recorded, for each of these measurements, the
corresponding position of the test car. Therefore, we could
collect a very fine statistic of the mean car velocity from one
crossroad to the nemt crossroad in city area of Vienna. ligure Q
shows the measurement results for the velocity distribution in
the city of Vienna g2nd ,istrict, Pratersternk. The velocity
model we propose geNu. $k describes the actual velocity
distribution very well. Through chiFsNuare goodnessFofFfit test
we could also determine the model parameters and got the

0
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Average velocity, vi =km/hA

520

lig. Q. The p.d.f. of average velocity.

III. M+.I/IT0FM+,E/ VX/I,XTI+N
The value of the individual street length between
crossroads, di, and the corresponding average velocities, νi.,
being known, we are now in the position to validate our model.
To do so, we chose to calculate the soKourn times, ts and trs.
lor one, there are detailed results O!P for this important
parameter available derived from entirely different
considerations, for the other, soKourn times provide the basis
for many teletraffic planning issues ge.g. paging area planning,
handover strategies, cell layout, channel assignmentk.
Gimulations based on the presented mobility model enable
the calculation of the distributions of the soKourn times for
cells of arbitrary shape. To reflect, as far as possible, a truly
typical case, the simulation must incorporate a sufficiently
large mobile population. This will minimiLe the influence of
initial conditions and the variation of the stochastic processes.
In the simulation tool we wrote glig. Rk, a mobile population
of 2,500 mobile users drives the statistics of the boundary
crossing phenomena to reach the steady state condition. X
uniform distribution is assumed for initial spatial location of
the users. This assumption is reasonable, as the relative
orientation of streets varies randomly in a cellular network,
giving on the average an appromimately uniform distribution of
possible directions. gce note in passing that a suitable
selection of input parameters will allow modification of this
assumption to fit any particular reNuired pattern.k Gince the
destination point of the mobiles can be any place in the
coverage area, mobile users are allowed to move away from
the starting point in any direction with eNual probability.
,epending on the structure of the cellular coverage area, a
subscriber unit may move toward the destination point via
different paths. .ut, in any case, the mobile direction should
be biased towards the direction of its destination. The amount
of deviations of a mobile user from its current direction at
successive intervals is represented by relative angle changes
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p0@ p 0.TV5, p?0@ p 0.0V5, p-?0@ p 0.&25 gi.e., right turns are
more freNuent than left onesk, p1>0 p 0.005, σϕ p0.&25π, d
p&00m, pmr p 0.5$, ν p &0 km/h, ν mr p R0 km/h, σν p &0
km/h. These parameters had been determined by analyLing the
Vienna city map and by observing local traffic. The soKourn
times were fitted to a gamma distribution O2P, which was found
as an analytical solution in O!P, and tested this fit by applying
the chiFsNuare goodnessFofFfit test. Thus, our proposed
mobility model passes the first validation test.
0.052
Simulation results
Zamma$distribution
p.d.f.(trs), p.d.f.(ts)

after each crossroad. The probability distribution of the
variation of the mobile direction along its path was taken in
accordance with gQk. The limits of the distribution were in the
range of OFπ, πk with respect to the current direction. The
changes in direction occur in time steps that are streetFlength
and speed dependent. The motivation for this choice for
mobility modeling is based on the fact that the time of the last
change in direction hardly provides any information about the
time of nemt change in direction grapid changes of mobile
velocity after each crossroad are very unlikelyk. However, the
driver might be on his way to some remote location, possibly
involving immediate a change of velocity, for emample, he
might be looking for a parking space or a closeFby address
reNuiring multiple successive velocity changes. The speed of
mobile units was chosen to be a realiLation of a random
variable with probability density function as proposed in gTk.
The choice of such a modeling way seems reasonable since the
higher the speed value, the less likely is its occurrence.
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lig. 5. The p.d.f. of remaining soKourn time and soKourn time for a hemagonal
cell.

Assign the call duration,
tcall.

Assign random values for
street length, d, and average
velocity, v.

Assign new random values
for direction change, ϕ,
street length, d, and
average velocity, v.

Compute
tsoOourn PQ tsoOourn R =d/vA.

Morder crossing or
call terminatedN

lor further model validation we monitored a real cellular
radio network operating with TET%X technology. ce
considered a cell located in the same area in which our
previous simulation had been done. This real cell had a shape
and a dimension very close to the hemagonal one gthe gray cell
in lig. $k.

No

Wes
Compute remaining
soOourn time, trs, or handover
soOourn time, ts.

Compute handover number
THF PQ THF R 5.

Base Station
To

0

500m

Call terminatedN

Wes
End.

lig. R. Gimulation flowchart for each mobile user.

Xs an emample, we calculated soKourn times and remaining
soKourn times for an ideal hemagonal cell with r p500m
situated in the city center of Vienna glig.5k. +nly ten mobility
parameters have to be known for this calculationh

lig. $. X sectored cell of the real cellular TET%X network in the city center
of Vienna, Xustria

The mean and the variance of soKourn time and remaining
soKourn time, collected by observing the mobility behavior of
real users in the cell of lig.$ are shown in Table & under
qMeasurementr. The statistics of these measured real soKourn
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times shows emcellent agreement with the results of the
previous simulation grGimulation Gtatistical Modelr in Table
&k.
Tab. &. The soKourn times statistics obtained by simulation and
measurement on a real cellular radio network
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Xs a still further test, we created a large and complem
database along the considerations in OVP that contained the
street network within the real cell and all parameters related to
the usersW movement behavior. Then by using a street pattern
tracing software tool similar to the one described in O&&P and
O&2P, we calculated the soKourn times statistics again. The data
obtained in this way gqGimulation Pattern Tracingr in Table &k
confirmed the validity and accuracy of our mobility model. Xs
the creation of such a database is very time consuming,
because of the large number of parameters that are difficult to
obtain, it makes sense to use it for validation, but not for
planning of a real cellular network.

Bobility model

Teletraffic model

Input parameters

Beasurements

Tetwork performance
parameters

lig. T. Integrated simulation environment.

V. C+NC/-GI+NG
IV. M+.I/IT0 XN, TE/ET%XllICFM+,E/G INTE\%XTI+N
This section discusses the integration of models used for the
mobility behavior and the teletraffic statistics. The
assumptions made for the teletraffic statistics are classical.
Namely, the total call duration is taken to be emponentially
distributed with 1/µc as mean call duration. The arrival of new
calls is assumed to be a Poisson process with parameter λc as
mean arrival rate. ce assume that the total service time and
the terminal motion are independent, i.e., the vehicle motion is
taken to have no influence on the call duration. This ignores
the possibility that people blocked in traffic Kams might have
longer communication times than the typical customer.
In order to model various scenarios of user mobility and
teletraffic using our mobility model we propose the procedure
of lig. T. The obKective of the integrated simulation
environment is to generate sufficient data to emamine the
boundary crossing probabilities and other related parameters
as a function of cell siLe and shape, mobile user behavior and
geographical environment. . Thus by computer simulations of
terminals that are allowed to move freely with randomly
varying velocities and directions within realistic environments
we obtain statistical estimates of the cell boundary crossings
and all other related parameters. In order that this simulation
model can be used in a variety of tasks, flemibility is provided
in terms of its inputs and outputs, X deeper and more detailed
description and presentation of various simulation results and
implementations can be found in O&QP.

ce propose a mobility modeling approach for vehicleF
borne terminals in urban environments. It accounts for
arbitrary urban street patterns and realistic terminal
movements by a limited number of parameters that can be
easily measured or derived from city
The analytically defined mobility model enables computer
simulations of cell soKourn time distributions for arbitrary cell
shapes. In accordance with previous, analytical calculations we
found that the cell soKourn times follow the generaliLed gamma
distribution. lurther validation, independently via a street
pattern tracing software tool and via measurements taken in a
live cellular network, confirmed the model accuracy.
The maKor advantages of the model areh ak the simple closed
form solutions, b9 its independence from the applied radio
resource management scheme, and ck its accuracy. +ur method
incorporates all the above mentioned features. lrom the time it
takes a busy mobile user to leave a cell area, a core result
when applying our model, the cell border crossing rate, the
handover rate, and the channel holding time within a cell
follow immediately. Xs such, our model can serve as a basis
for the whole range of design aspects of macrocells in
thirdFgeneration mobile radio systems ge.g., location and
paging area planning, handover strategies, cell layout, channel
assignment schemesk.
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